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***

My main argument about the Holocaust has always been “come on, this is cartoonish evil –
people don’t act like that.”

However, insofar as Jews are “people,” they are proving wrong my assumption.

"There are bodies by the tens! Bulldozers ran them over & then left! This whole
area is filled with bodies!"

Eyewitnesses say Israeli  bulldozers crushed displaced Palestinians to death
outside  Kamal  Adwan  Hospital  in  #Gaza#GazaMassacre  #IsraelAttack
#IsraelTerorrist  #Palestine  pic.twitter.com/Arccv062eQ

— Muslim Spaces (@MuslimSpaces) December 20, 2023

�BREAKING�Reports  say  Israeli  forces  ran  over  at  least  20  people  while
bulldozing Kamal Adwan Hospital pic.twitter.com/ndtyRtAWoB

— HOT SPOT (@HotSpotHotSpot) December 17, 2023

I recently heard John Mearsheimer say that the Jews have no fear of being brought before a
war crimes tribunal. He said that the language being used, calling the Arabs “subhuman
animals,” could be used in such a trial, but there was no chance of that happening because
America and/or the Jews control these tribunals. However, I’m not really so sure that’s
correct.
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I think the world is still processing that this is actually happening – that we’ve spent 3
months watching the Jews murder children. However, when it sets in what has happened, I
think it is going to be very easy for the rest of the world to organize against the United
States, which is ultimately responsible for this situation.

I think we could live to see Jews put on trial for this.

CNN:

Israeli  soldiers  raiding a  hospital  in  northern Gaza desecrated the bodies  of  dead
patients with bulldozers,  let  a military dog maul  a man in a wheelchair,  and shot
multiple doctors even after vetting them for terror links, according to allegations by
staff and patients.

The claims relate to an eight-day operation by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) at the
Kamal  Adwan Hospital  last  week,  which the military  alleges was being used as  a
command and control center by Hamas.

Every hospital is a Hamas base.

CNN spoke to two senior medical staff, another doctor and a patient at the hospital, who
provided  corroborating  testimonies  of  what  happened.  CNN  also  reviewed  video
evidence for some of the claims.

They paint a disturbing picture of how the IDF carried out the operation, as doctors
were interrogated for their  connections to Hamas and staff struggled to treat patients
trapped inside.

The IDF says that Hamas hides terrorist infrastructure in and around civilian institutions
in Gaza, such as hospitals, and that targeting them is essential as it works to eliminate
Hamas from the Gaza Strip.  But  its  operations are contentious,  with humanitarian
organizations saying that medical facilities in Gaza are rendered unable to provide basic
services.

They’ve claimed this for years, but there’s never been any evidence.

It would make sense to claim this, however, if you wanted to murder civilians on a large
scale, while claiming it is a legitimate military operation.

That said, I don’t think anyone even claims this is a legitimate military operation at this
point. Even the people who support it just say they support mass-murdering Arab children.

Among the most serious allegations relating to the IDF’s operations at Kamal Adwan is
that, as troops were leaving the hospital complex, they used bulldozers to dig up bodies
that had recently been buried in makeshift graveyards in the hospital’s courtyard.

“The soldiers dug up the graves this morning and dragged the bodies with bulldozers,
then crushed the bodies with the bulldozers,” said the hospital’s head of pediatric
services, Hossam Abu Safiya, in a phone interview on Saturday. “I have never seen such
a thing before.”

https://www.cnn.com/2023/12/23/middleeast/kamal-adwan-hospital-gaza-israel-abuse-allegations-intl-cmd/index.html
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No one has ever seen anything like that before. This is exactly the sort of thing the Jews
claimed the Nazis did, and everyone laughed because it was so ridiculous.

Now, it seems, we’re seeing that the Jews were able to make up these stories about the
Nazis because it’s what they would have actually done to people. This is a sort of “a-ha”
moment there, perhaps.

Videos and images he shared with CNN show decomposing human remains scattered
across the hospital grounds.

The allegation  was  supported  by  the  hospital’s  head of  nursing,  Eid  Sabbah,  and
another nurse, Asmaa Tanteesh.

“The bodies outside in the courtyard were plowed in front of our eyes,” Tanteesh told
CNN. “All the while, we were shouting and screaming at them, but our screams fell on
deaf ears.”

Satellite imagery taken on December 15 – right before the IDF withdrew from the
hospital area – shows razed grounds outside the hospital complex.

The IDF did not address the allegations directly when approached for comment by CNN
but acknowledged that it had carried out an operation at the hospital. “The troops
apprehended 80 terrorists,  some of  whom took part  in  the  atrocious  October  7th
massacre,” it said in a statement to CNN.

Well, why aren’t they being paraded around then? If they actually arrested people from
October 7th, surely they would be parading them around?

There is in fact zero evidence that they’ve captured any Hamas, at all. I assume they must
have killed some. But there is no evidence of any captures.

Here, you must assume, they just arrested random hospital staff.

Earlier this week, the IDF released a video of the interrogation of the hospital’s director
and published an accompanying statement saying he admitted it was being used for
military purposes. It was unclear whether the statement was elicited under duress.

Abu  Safiya,  the  pediatrics  director,  and  Sabbah,  the  chief  nurse,  countered  that  the
hospital  only  provided  medical  services  and  that  the  arrestees  were  civilians  and
medical workers.

Of course the statement was “elicited under duress.” Israel tortures everyone.

After they bomb you, then they come in and bulldoze you, then they arrest you and torture
you.
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Standard Jewish practices.

Now, the whole world sees the Jews as I see Jews.

I’m thankful to them for exposing themselves like this.

There was no chance of the whole world believing me until they saw it.

Palestinian  health  officials  have  come  under  fire  while  holding  a  press
conference outside Gaza's Kamal Adwan Hospital, a day after Israeli forces are
accused of  using bulldozers  to  crush Palestinian patients  in  the hospital's
courtyard ⤵️ pic.twitter.com/EwNArEvVwj

https://t.co/EwNArEvVwj
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— Al Jazeera English (@AJEnglish) December 17, 2023

On the day this was written, Israeli army bulldozers razed to the ground tents
in Kamal Adwan hospital’s courtyard in Gaza and buried wounded Palestinians
and patients alive. pic.twitter.com/pfGHZ5wCCg

— Tameem | تميم (@TameeOliveFern) December 17, 2023

*
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